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They were political drop-outs.
Make sure that this doesn ~t happen to you.

Vote November 5th/
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BC/BS GIVES DOLLARS AND HELPERS
TO UNITED FUND DRIVE
Shortly after Robert L. Milius, pictured on the right in the cover
photo, presented our Executive Director H. A. Schroder with this
year's United Fund campaign literature, approximately 20 employees
"hit the road" canvassing assigned business offices around Jacksonville assisting in the collection of funds for the Drive.
Mr. Milius, senior vice president of the Drive this year to raise
$2 million for the 1969 campaign, visited Mr. Schroder as part of
his assignment calling on business establishments which are vitally
concerned with this Drive.
Our goal, and actual BC/ BS Jacksonville employees' contribution
this year, was $22,000 - nearly $5,000 over the amount given last
year. Our 1969 goal is slightly over $24,000.
At BC/ BS, all but 10% of employees' contributions go directly
to the United Fund. The other 10% is disbursed by our employees'
Charities Committee to other worthwhile, needy organizations NOT
included in the United Fund program per se.
Company team captains Bill Peaks, Jack McAbee and Fred Buttner, together with their three volunteer teams, called upon business
organizations in an effort to raise dollars for this year's community
goal which is 7.3 % more than was raised last year. Since these
volunteers were paid by the company while they were off work
during the day calling on different businesses, BC/ BS therefore
contributed approximately 20 days in employee salaries in addition
to actual monies given.
According to Cliff Mendoza who co-ordinated the solicitation
drive by employees, the United Fund is giving a special dinner in
honor of those BC/ BS people who worked with them since the
company had one of the largest number of volunteers assisting in
the Drive.

Martha Zipperer
Fifth Floor ................................ ____ Medicare B

This building has been leased for the purpose of housing Florida Combined Insurance Agency, located in the Fletcher Building and t·he Riverside Building, The Cost
Reimbursement Department presently on Park Street, and also branch and regional
field personnel now located in the Fletcher Building. Altogether, there will be about
50 employees at t·his new location.
Remodeling is currently underway and the new facility is expected to be ready
for occupancy near the end of October.
This is the former IBM Building located at 1107 Myra Stree·t in Jacksonville, only
a few blocks away from BC/ BS headquarters.
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Executive
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FORMER I.B.M. BUILDING LEASED

~
BC/ BS United Fund helpers huddle in planning session before soliciting business
firms' contributions. Left to right are Jack McAbee, Cliff Mendoza, Fred Buttner
and Bill Peaks.
-- - ~ - - -
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MACHINE COLLATES 7 TIMES FASTER

PHYSICIAN AND HOSPITAL RELATIONS
REPRESENTATIVES MEET IN JACKSONVILLE

Physician Relations Representatives,
to right: Charles Rush, Jack
Egan, Bob Bowles (Administrative
Assistant,
Medicare
Bl ,
Robert
Drewek, Mike O'Farrell, Bill Mathews,
Julian McKenzie, and George Lewis,
Manager of Physician Relations.
left

is the Ordina collating machine recently acquired
: Printing Department. It is capable of collating
jng pages in a prescribed sequence) 28,000 sheets
1r automatically as opposed to our former equipment
~ollated only 4,000 sheets per hour .
ddition to this time-saving feature, it also has slots
hold 24 stacks of paper, each stack comprised of a
llm of 400 sheets. The older machine held 16 differmps of paper with the largest quanity being 200

three days to collate a specific book prepared in the Printing Department. Now, with the use of the new Ordina, the
job can be completed in a couple of hours.

ENROLLMENT HEAVY FOR ORANGE
COUNTY B. P. I. NEW COVERAGE

new Ordina machine has a mis-feed detector on each
to help avoid errors and has an automatic stacker,
ing ofie book from another as they are collated on
.chine. The former machine required someone to
ly take out the set of papers as they were collated
nove these from the machine one by one.
, Ordina was purchased mainly to tie in with our
10k binding system," explains Printing Department
er JohnL Bentley, "and it will offer subscribers
. better and faster service."
n example of the speed and accuracy of which this
llator is capable, Jim Robbins, pictured above, who
ermanent operator, points out that previously it took

;t How Big Are We?
Blue Cross were a profit-making business, we
d rank as the nation's fifth largest industrial
)ration, according to a recent BC Newsletter
ished for our organization.
meral Motors tops the list with 1967 sales of
: than $20 billion; Standard Oil of New Jersey
cond with $13.3 billion followed by Ford, $10.5
•n, and General Electric with $7.7 billion.
lle Cross handled a total of nearly $6.3 billion
rbscription income and Medicare funds in 1967.

Sorting through over 5,000 enr ~llment applications received from the Orange County Board of Public Instruction
group are, left to right, Pat Sweet, Betty Crutchfield and
Becky Leavell.
This particular group recently up-graded their Blue CrossBlue Shield benefits and added Group Life - Accidental
Death and Dismemberment • and Long Term Disability
Income Insurance with a package program through the
Florida Combined Insurance Agency. Bob Fetzer and his
department, who are working on the processing of these
applications, explains that there has been nearly 100%
participation of those who are eligible for this increased
coverage.

Hospital Relations Representatives,
seated, left to right: George Peterson, Hal Clauer, Flake Hewett. Back
row, left to right: Bill Ford, Bill
James, Bill Hubbard, Phil Bray, and
Mel Snead, Vice President of Hospital Relations.

When a question needs answering or a problem needs
solving, doctors' assistants, hospital administrators, hospital
personnel, and others who provide benefits to BC/ BS
members, find the Physician Relations and Hospital Relations Representatives as near as their telephones.
These two groups came from all over the state and met
in Jacksonville last month with their supervisors for their
annual get-together to discuss common goals, procedures
and problems, and to hear several speakers.
The specific functions of these representatives are stated
below by Mr. George Lewis concerning the Physician Relations Representatives, and by Mr. Mel Snead regarding the
Hospital Relations Representatives.
To help maintain effective relationships, Physician Relations Representatives in each of six regional areas report to
Mr. George Lewis. These individuals may contact any of the
5,500 member physicians in order to explain a claims misunderstanding, train clerical help in the processing of forms,
or discuss new benefits available to participants. They also
call on prospective participating physicians who are interested in affiliating with the Plan and recommend acceptance
or rejection. In many areas, their calls would include talks
with Medical Societies and in every area at least one annual
meeting at the county level on Blue Shield opportunities and
problems.

Hospital Relations Representatives keep open lines of communication and education between Plan and hospitals policy matters with administrators, financial matters with
controllers, and claims procedures with insurance office personnel. They make routine calls on all hospitals, extended
care facilities, home health agencies, and perform case audits.
Their work involves both Blue Cross and Part A functions
alike.
These men meet quarterly as separate departments, in
addition to the annual combined meeting with the Physician
Relations Department just completed.

John Stankaitis, Bureau of Health
Facilities and Services, Florida State
Board of Health, was one of the
featured speakers at these meetings.
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FLORIDA PART A CLAIMS PR

SOCIAL SECURITY ADM. AND
JAX. EDITORS TOUR BC/BS

PROFILE is blowing the horn this month for Medicare
Part A as a result of the latest quarter claim processing
report passed along by the Social Security Administration.
For the second quarter of 1968 Dick Meyers, Part A
Claims Manager, explains that the Florida Plan - of the
largest eight Medicare Plans around the country - has the
best record in the country, a very significant achievement.
Mr. Meyers points out that the second quarter of 1968
was an improvement over both of the preceding quarters
when Florida was also best, with Florida first in six of the
eight categories of performance indicators and second in
two. As might be expected, Florida also bettered the nation al averages in all categories.
It is interesting to note in the report from the SSA's
Office of Research and Statics in Baltimore that Part A
intermediaries received a record number of 4.08 million
hills during this past April-June quarter. This was more
than 276,000 bills higher than receipts during the preceding
quarter of 1968 and more than 451,000 higher than receipts
during the corresponding quarter in 1967.
Of this amount, we received 3.5 % of all national receipts,
tied with Massachusetts for seventh place in volume of
claims handled nationally. Of this amount of business, we
Dick Meyers

Social Security Administration visitors from Chicago and
Jacksonville were guests of Manager of Medicare B, Jack
Masters, for a tour of the offices on September 26. The
three Chicagoans and the local SSA District Manager were
here in Jacksonville reviewing the relationshjp between

Seventeen members of the Northeast Florida Industrial
Editors Association were guests of BC/ BS on October 8 for
their monthly meeting which included a luncheon and tour.
Visitors represented J acksonville insurance companies,
banks, Internal Revenue Service, JU, Seaboard Coast Line,
a printing corporation, a newspaper, the State Chamber
of Commerce, Stockton, Whatley & Davin , and the Glidden
Company.

Medicare. A Assistant Manager Clara Rose talks things over with her "Live Five" supervisors, left to
right, Verna Booth, Dot Page, Kerry Albert, Ann Kyall and Jackie McKenzie .
4

parallel district office operations of SSA and Medic
Pictured, left to right, are: Ed Steck, Jjm Fon
Gossett (Jacksonville district manager ), Mr. Master
Mike Kulyan.

AY THE NAME GAME 4 R.N.'s HELP SHOOT
FELLOW EMPLOYEES

September meeting in Jacksonville of the Advisory Committee of Cost Reimbursement Departments representing the Southeastern Region.

m don 't recognize the gentleman in the picture,
e a few clues to assist yo u.
ttended the Florida Chapter of the Hospital Financial
:ment Association's 14th annual institute September
n Miami Beach, Florida. He is Vice President of
11 Relations.
•stume for the Gay 90's dinner party honoring Florida
r past presidents, he's pictured with Mrs. Jimmy
, assistant administrator of Baptist Hospital in Jackrn haven't figured him out yet, try guessing Mel

~

GETS NEW SECRETARY
Judy Cox, secretary, office of Executive Director
H. A. Schroder, is the Employees Club's new secretary
for the remainder of this
year. Judy accepted the position to replace Susan Tison
who resigned from the company this past month.
As an officer of the Club,
Judy's no stranger having
served as its Treasurer back
in 1961.

CESSING BEST IN THE COUNTRY

"It wasn't so much fun when it got to be my turn,'' some
of these employees seem to be saying in these pictures t aken
during the flu shot sessions.
Those people in the background weren't quite "all smiles"
when they got a little closer to the needle, but there were
no casualties during the two rounds of shootin g which took
place September 24 and 25.
Dr. Lawrence Geeslin was on hand early Tuesday and
Wednesday mornings to administer the shots as he has done
in past years when the company offered this opportunity
for all employees to receive flu shots. He was assisted by
the company nurse, Imogene Mullins, and also three other
employees who are registered nurses, Mary Cohn, Nancy
Brown and Betty Dexter.
Altogether, 438 persons took advantage of this benefit
offered by the company for free immunization in addition
to 8 employees whom Mrs. Mullins "shot" on the night shift.

were first in such categories as recording the smallest percentage of bills pending over 30 days and smallest percentage requiring additional development.
We were second best in the category of weeks' work on
hand which was only 0.8 % compared to the national average of 1.3 %.
Dan Lewis, Vice President, Claims Division, is most
proud of our 6.9 day's average elapsed bet.ween the date
the inpatient claims are forwarded to us and the date they
are approved for payment. This compares with a national
average of 10.7 days. This average of 6.9 days is better
than any of the 10 Plans handling the largest volume of
Medicare Part A payments.
As of June 30, 1968 Medicare Part A claims paid out
for this fiscal year exceeded $119 million.
Another significant achievement which is noteworthy is
that of the bills reviewed by the SSA, the per cent returned
because of error on a national level was 4.3% - ours was
3.2 %
Mr. Meyers' assistant manager, Clara Rose, and her five
supervisors, Verna Booth, Ann Kyall, Kerry Albert, Jackie
McKenzie and Dot Page deserve much of the credit for
their outstanding jobs in keeping their departments running
smoothly and efficiently day after day, says Mr. Lewis.
" I am most proud of the excellent record established and
maintained by all of the employees of the Part A Claims
Department," says Mr. Meyers. "We also gratefully acknowledge that it would not have been possible without

the fine efforts of the Pro vider Relations and Data Processing Departments as well as the hospitals, extended care
facilities, and home health agencies whom we serve. This
is truly a team achievement."
Another group which deserves praise for its work also,
according to Mr. Lewis, is the Cost Reinbursement Department made up of 16 employees who are presently located
at 637 Park Street in the former BC/ BS Personnel Department space. They, too, are members of the Part A team.
After Medicare A claims are processed, it becomes the
responsibility of the Medicare Cost Reimbursement Department to audit the hospital records, in conjunction with their
examination of the Hospital Statement of Reimbursable
Cost, submitted by each hospital on an annual basis.
Pictured above are some of those employees, members of
other Plans, and accountants gathered at the September
26-27 Region Four, Reimbursement Advisory Committee
meeting held in Jacksonville at our headquarters. Plans
represented were from Durham, N. C.; Columbia, S. C.;
Atlanta and Columbus, Ga.; Chattanooga and Memphis,
Tenn.; Jackson, Miss.; Birmingham, Ala.; and our Florida
Plan.
This group, which meets on a bi-monthly basis, considers
problems resulting in changes in regulations that relate to
reimbursement and to the hospital relations aspect of the
program. It is one of nine such groups, and is a subcommittee of the Blue Cross Association Reimbursement Advisory Committee.
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·w hether bowling teams are cheaper by the dozen or not
we aren't sure, but BC/ BS is sponsoring twelve women's
teams this season at the Classic Lanes on Cassat Avenue
in southwest Jackso nville.
These girls, whose teams are designated by numbers 1
through 12 ( unless they have since picked an appropriate
name) , are known as the "Rebelettes" and are all company
employees.
"Hot pink" shirts with blue lettering were furnished each
girl, and if you want to see an advertisement for BC/ BS,
you should take a look at the lineup of girls who hit the
deck at 6 :45 each Monday night.
League officers this year are Mabel Fleming, President;
Romie Martin, Vice-President ; Fran Frick, Secretary; Edna
Mathis, Treasurer ~ Brenda Mackey, Sergeant-at-Arms.
According to President Mabel Fleming, you don't need
talent, or athletic prowess, but you do need Monday evenings free! If any girl wants to join the league to fill a
vacancy which may occur, or wants to sub, Mabel would
like to hear from her.
The twelve team captains ( each team is made up of 5
girls) are: Carol Larson, Michael Haz]eh urst, Bar hara
Smith, Yvonne Bishop, Doris Johnson, De11bie Shyver, Pat
Simmons, Cathy Lockerman, Janell Stewart, Pat Kidd,
Ivy Townsend and Joanne Barnes.
At the conclusion of the season, BC/ BS will provide
trophies for the winning team and for the girls with highest
individual averages, games and series.

MILLER MAKES MANAGER
Meet Bill Miller whose promotion to Branch Manager
was recently announced by Vice President of Marketing,
Tom Stallworth.
Bill has assumed the responsibilities of heading
Branch III of the Northern
Regional Area, headquartered in Tallahassee. He will
be responsible for Group
Sales and Service in this
area, reporting to the Regional Manager Art Lentz.
He has served as Representative in the Cape Kennedy area for four years
and in the Tampa area for
four years. He has handled
many varied accounts during these eight years, being responsible for such large national accounts as Maas Brothers
and Chrysler Corporation.

If your friend reaches for a Kleenex tissue
to stifle a long and sorrowful wail . .
"Here is another PROFILE issue,
I've read through each and every tale.
And, my picture's not here, not even my name!"
Tell your· friend not to feel dejected.
Soon to all of you will come fame.
Not for long will you be neglected.
PROFILE promises not to fail
on its pages your many reflection s to grace,
If YOU will be a friendly tattletale,
And your editor can somehow find the space!
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BLOOD BANK ...
A Little Known Employee Benefit

Many of our n ewer employees, and perhaps some
of our more seasoned personnel, ma y not eve n be
aware Lhat BC/ BS maintains an acti,·e acco unt in
the Jacksonville Blood Bank,

Inc.
No one is immun e agai n::it
emergencies. and by ~11aintaining our own acco unl,
blood is readily arnilable
WHEK ,\ EEDED fo r em plo) ees and th eir families
I
who are eli p:ible Lo La k P advantage of this opportunity when an emergency does arise.
We have been a member of the Blood Bank since 1953
and at no time have we been unable to maintain our minimum requirements and lose our privilege to participate.
Our account, which maintains an "active" status, keeps
a minimum of 12 credits (pints) in the Bank at all times.
The last donation drive conducted by our Personnel Department was last April 9 when the Mobile Unit visited
our Headquarters, and 96 employees responded with their
donations.
Unlike other businesses, where supplies may be purchased
to meet demand s, the only so urce of blood is from blood
donors , and the only way blood banks can provide their
service is by operating under the donation principle. All
the money in the world can not buy blood that isn't available,
and for this reason, BC/ BS actively supports blood banks.
There is no charge for the blood when an employee or
member of his family has need of it, but it is expected
that a like quantity be given in return at a later date if the
person is physically able to do so.

/ r .i

NO MORE TEARS

GOLFERS BATTLE MOSQUITOES and 18-HOLE COUR

By those. wa iting to tee off, a golfer was overheard to so
missing the boll compl e tely on his first swing, " By golly, it's
thing I fou nd out right at t he st a rt th is course is at least tw,
lower tha n the one I' m used to ploying on!"

Sonny Lindsey, Programming, shows good form hitting out of the
rough - otherwise known as pine needles at Ft. George.

Golf tournament Chairman Dick Meyers has done it
again. He planned another dandy ,golf tournament for employees, and nearly 40 golfing enthusiasts turned out on
Saturday, September 21 at the Ft. George Golf Course
to compete for merchandise prizes.
As in the spring tourney, the weatherman was most cooperative and the fairways were in beautiful shape, according to Mr. Meyers. However, as a result of several days of
heavy rains, they reportedly spent more time hitting the
mosquitoes than they did the ball!
Using the Calloway System to determine winners, the
followin g golfers went home with merchandise prizes for
values indicated - including a few extra awards for special
feats of agility. Ray Pack had low gross (79) good for
$15.00. Wilson Moore was next with $10.00 - and John
Slye took third place winnings of $5.00.
The longest drive and longest putt of the day were made
by Bill Peaks, good for $2.50 each. Hitting the ball closest
to the pin was Alan Chamison from the Cost Reimbursement
Department in the Miami 79th Street office, who was in
Jacksonville for the weekend. He won $2.50 for his efforts.
Blind Bogey winners were Dick Meyers ($12.00) and Jim
Doyle ($6. 00).
Although not eligible to win prizes, Mrs. Imogene Mullins'
husband, who played as a guest in the tournament, had low
score for the day - a 76.

"Up, up and away," Tom Kates, Representative, seems t o b
as Jim Peaks, Stock Room, looks on.

THE "B's" ARE BUZZIN'

RESULTS OF LAST 4 WEEKS
CYCLE

Training classes .u-en't new to many people who have
been at BC/ BS for any length of time, but a rather unique
program has evolved from an idea by two supervisors in
Medicare Part B.
Hampered by lack of space and time, Janet Morgan and
J o Gathright, with the cooperation of Dan Lewis, Vice President of Claims Division, Jack Masters, Manager of Medicare
Part B, and Dr. R. T. Shaar, Medicare consultant, have
set up "schoolroom style" specialized training classes.
Since the middle of September, these classes have been
conducted in the newly remodeled offices at 537 Riverside,
directly across the street from our 532 Riverside office
entrance. All new employees to Medicare B come directly
to the training classes for two weeks of general orientation
which include such subjects as eligibility, basic medical
terminology, anatomy, description of surgical procedures,
lab and X-ray procedures, and screening and examining
of claims, Instructors in addition to Mrs. Morgan include
various supervisors, section leaders and qualified Medicare
B clerks.
At the end of the initial two-week period, employees
requiring specialized training will continue with "in depth"
classes relating specifically to their job for an additional
two weeks.
Mrs. Gathright handles a large part of the girls' review
training on correspondence, telephone information, editing,
facets of research and claim flow, and contacts with SSA
in Baltimore concerning eligibility and deductible status.
Cliff Mendoza of the Personnel Department has agreed
to assist in grammatical and composition training for the
correspondence clerks.

Elizabeth Luna, left, and he r sister Rosy,
refl ect how proud they are of the. Ame rican
flog prese nted to them by El izabeth's coworke rs.

rica Has Two New Citizens

THE JOHNSON-HUMPHREY TEAM

:S employees Elizabeth and Rosy Luna just recenlly

citizens of the United States, and to mark the
Liz was presented with an American flag from
th floor co-workers. She is a Medicare B Cashier
mnting, and has worked here since August, 1967.
is been employed on the fifth floor in Medicare B
st month, shortly after her graduation from Robert
High School.
nd Rosy flew to the U. S. in 1961 from Guatemala
uatemala along with their brother who is now 14
their mother who had arrived the year before. They
1 New Orleans, then Georgia, and finally settled
1 Jacksonville which, after a two-day visit here, they
was the place for them.
r living in this country for at least five years, you
ply for citizenship," explains Liz. "All four of us
the Court House in Jacksonville this past June and
oral and written test. Veronica Wright and Jim
( also employees in Accounting) accompanied us
~sses. Then we went to Tampa in August and were
n as citizens and received our official citizenship

1,

l."

COMPETITION
Lee's Night Owls , winners of the Medicare B Cycle 10
Competition's fourth cycle, were also top team for the fifth
and sixth two -week periods.
The six-cycle (12 weeks) competition which began July
22 ended on October 11, producing the following over-all
team winners: The Zippy Jet-Sets team won the first three
cycles; Lee's Night Owls won the last three cycles. Individual winners for each two-week period based on highest
production were: 1st Jill Weatherford, 2nd and 3rd Chester
Dobeck, 4th Sally Singleton, 5th Kathy Stinson, and 6th
Altamese Moore.

~
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Kathy Stinson, individual win ne r for the fi fth cycle, is shown standing
next to the blow-up of Lee's Nig ht Owls tea m picture in the hall.
Altomese Moore, who wo n the sixth cycle indivi dual ho nors, is pictured
on the right.

Two WATS teams engaged in competition with one
another are the Live Wires and the W ats Wonders. The
"Wonders" outscored the "Wires" for the last two cycles by
a total of 9,411 calls over 8,610 calls.
Individual WATS winner for the fifth cycle was Evelyn
Johns with 859 completed calls, and the sixth cycle leader
was Marlene Murray with 676 completed calls.
Throughout this competition, leading team personnel
have been recognized by large blue ribbon standards on
their desks and all teams' pictures hanging in the hall
opposite the elevator were designated as first, second or
third place winners with blue ribbons attached.

I
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1ointed out that many of the questions they were
l to answer con cerned the President, various
s of government, and the Constitution. This inforwas provided to them ahead of time for study by
csonville Jmmigration Office.
rns only 15 when she came to the U . S. from her
1 Central America and she found the schooling a
. adjustment, especially since she spoke only Spanish.
she was put back four grades but finally worked
up through her high school years and actually
ed a year ahead of time.
American people have been very good to me," she
nd very understanding, especially with the language

TEN

People around the Jacksonville office aren't necessarily
talking politics when they mention Johnson and Humphrey.
They're probably referring to J. A. Johnson (left) and
C. W. Humphrey, two security guards who work 12-hour
weekend shifts together and also two days a week . Unlike
our Chief Executives, who require secret service protection
24 hours a day, our Mr. Johnson and Mr. Humphrey
provide protection for our BC/ BS building.
Both men say they take quite a bit of kidding, especially
with the presidential campaign now the hottest news of 1he
day.

Nineteen g irls who had completed Janet Morgan's tra ining class surprised her with this floral arrangement and a card which read : "These
Medicare ' Bees' ore buzzing with appreciation for having had someone like you for an instructor-supervisor." It included an artificial
Bird of Paradise fl ower "dressed" to resemble a nurse complete with
a hypodermic needl e a nd lots of little fuzzy bees, along with a live
green planter and fl owers on the right.

Grand winners will be announced next month in
PROFILE along with prizes for the winning teams
and individuals. Over-all statistics were not complete
when this PROFILE went to press.
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NEW CREDIT UNION OFFICE OPEN EMPLOYEES PARTICIPATE
IN
CONSOLIDATION DAY

. PERSONNEL ...ITIE

As the sun rose over Jacksonville on October 1, Consolidation Day was heralded with a hang, a whistle, or a horn,
depending on which part of the city you were in .
At 8 :00 a.m. an interdenominational prayer breakfast
was held in the Civic Auditorium followed by the official
inaugural program. This featured a "State of the City"
address by Mayor Hans Tanzler who received a telegram
from P resident Johnson congratulating the people of Jacksonville and Duval County "on this milestone in your history."

The cameraman caught Frances Barnett at her posting machine as
she handles Cred it Un ion business in her new first floor office .

Saving money or borrowing it, Mrs. Frances Barnett is
the lady to see. She's Manager of the Blue Cross Employees
Credit Union and while she has been in business on the
second floor for several months now, she is hanging out
her shingle on the firs t floor in her new office which
opened October 28.
Located inside the double doors after you walk through
the Riverside Avenue lobby, Mrs. Barnett's office can be
fou nd on the left, across from the stairway leading to the
second floor.
Hours in which employees may see her to either save or
borrow are from 10 :00 a.m. to 11 :30 a.m. and 12 :30 p.m.
t o 2 :00 p.m., five days a week. Her extension is 6255.
"The Credit Union," :i\lrs. Barnett says, "is strictly an
employee coopera6ve enterprise. It is their organization
which they run through fellow employees they elect to Lhe
Board of Directors. It is only through shares owned by
employees (money placed on deposit) that loans can be
made to members needing financial assistance." She urges
all permanent employees to save regularly through payroll
ded uction, thereby helping fellow employees in financial
need to obtain loans at a reasonable interest rate, and at
the same time, realize an attractive dividend on their savings.
Mrs. Barnett's ten years' experience with credit unions
began with the Jacksonville U6lities Credit Union. Later
she assisted in organizing Lhe Carolina Insurance Group
Federal Credit Union and is a charter member. During
the time with Carolina, she was manager and assistant
treasurer. She held this same position with Ryder Truck
Lines Employees Federal Credit Union for nearly five years,
handling $31/2 million in assets for its 3500 members.
Mrs. Barnett has been employed by the Blue Cross Employees Credit Union since April 15, 1968 and reports that
as of September she was handling 642 employees' accounts
with assets of over one-quarter million dollars.
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The largest, most colorful par ade ever to assemble in
Jacksonville wound its way through the downtown area
for two hours. Crowds estimated at over 200,000 lined the
streets of the Bold New City to watch this 185 unit colorful
pageantry.
Employee Club President Jack McAbee makes t ennis tournament trophy prese ntations ( left picture )
t o fir st place winner Sora Blemel in the cente r, and second place winner Carol Watson, left_ At
right is f irst place winner of the men's tournam ent, George Le wis, center, and runner - up Bill Fort.

tr
Some of the BC/ BS male employees truly "m arched'' in
the parade as members of the National Guard unit which
stepped it off to the tune of one of the many participating
hands.
There was also open House at City Hall, the burial of a
Time Capsule to be opened in 2000, a giant b arbecue on
the waterfront parking lot with entertaimnent and dancing,
and as a gala finale, fireworks were enjoyed by thousands
of citizens wh o lined the St. Johns River.
BC/ BS health care protection is now en joyed by almost
8,000 consolidated employees and their families due to the
merger of county and city governments on October l, although employees of the City of Jacksonville h ave been
covered by us since January 1, 1966.

"Love" may he what makes the world go 'round, hut it's
also a familiar word to 21 tennis players who just competed
in the Employees Club tennis tournament.
Elimination matches called for the winner taking two out
of three sets and several ended 6-0 ( or six-love as it's
known in tennis circles) , as many players admittedly
brought their rackets out of moth halls to compete. Competition became much stiffer near the end of the tournament,
however.
The final men's pairing called for the best three out of
five sets, and George Lewis, Physician Relations Department, defea ted Bill F ort, Programming.
The women's tournament, with only four competitors,
finished much earlier than the men's with 17 men competing for high honors. Anne Harmon and Carole Utley
were eliminated during the fi rst week's play, and Sara
Blemel defeated Carol Watson in the final two-set match.

SPORTSMEN GARNER TROP•
Athletic feats were the talk of the first floor last r
Bart Barry, Building Management received four 2 foe
silver and gold trophies from Lhe Jacksonville Beach
Club for the largest catch of the year, an 11'2" dusky
the most (10) sharks caught ; and the largest sharks ,
in the Shark Club's first Open tournament and Labc
tournament. Trophies were topped off with sharks else? !
Jimmy Williams, Manager, Office Services and Pure
Agent, was proudly showing off his silver trophy as 1
of the Purchasing Management Association Golf T
ment played at West Meadows on September 28. f.
score of 70 was good for first place, and his 26]
drive was the longest recorded fo r the tournament.

CREDIT UNION OFFICE OPEN EMPLOYEES PARTICIPATE
IN
CONSOLIDATION DAY

PERSONNEL ...ITIES

As th e sun rose over Jacksonville on October 1, Consolidation Day was heralded with a bang, a whistle, or a horn,
depending on which part of the ci ty you were in.
At 8 :00 a.m. an interdenominational prayer breakfast
was held in the Civic Auditorium followed by the official
inaugural program. This fea tured a "State of the C it-y"
address by Mayor H ans Tanzler wh o received a telegram
fro m P resident J ohnson congratulating the people of J acksonville and Duval County "on this milestone in your history."

meraman caught Frances Barnett at her posting mach ine as
es Cred it Union bus iness in her new first floor office.

5 money or borrowing it, Mrs. Frances Barnett is
to see. She's Manager of the Blue Cross Employees
Jnion and while she has been in business on Lhe
floor for several months now, she is hanging out
1gle on the first floor in her new office which
October 28.
:!d inside the double doors after you walk thro ugh
~rside Avenue lobby, Mrs. Barnett's office can be
n the left, across from the stairway leading to the
floor .
, in which employees may see her to either save or
are from 10 :00 a.m. to 11 :30 a.m. and 12 :30 p.m.
p .m., five days a week. Her extension is 6255.
Credit Union," i\Irs. Barnett says, "is stric tly an
e cooperative enterprise. It is their organization
ney run through fellow employees they elect to Lhe
Jf Directors. It is only through shares owned by
:es (money placed on deposit ) that loans can be
members needing financial as~istance." She urges
1anent employees to save regularly through payroll
m, thereby helping fellow employees in financial
obtain loans at a reasonable interest rate , and at
:! time, realize an attractive dividend on their savings.
Barnett's ten years' experience with credit unions
vith the Jacksonville Utilities Credit Union. Later
isted in organizing the Carolina Insurance Group
Credit Union and is a charter member. During
e with Carolina, she was manager and assistant
T . She held this same position with Ryder Truck
mployees Federal Credit Union for nearly fo·e years,
g; $3% million in assets for its 3500 members.
Barnett has been employed by the Blue Cross EmCredit Union since April 15, 1968 and reports that
:!ptember she was handling 642 employees' acco unts
,ets of over one-quarter million dollars.

The largest, most colorful par ade ever to assemble in
J acksonville wound its way through the downtown area
fo r two hours. Crowds estimated at over 200,000 lined the
streets of the Bold New City to watch this 185 unit colorful
p ageantry.
Employee Club President Jack McAbee mokes tennis tournament trophy presentations ( left picture )
to first place winner Sora Ble mel in the center, and second place winner Carol Wotson , left. At
right is first place winner of the men's tournome nt , George Lewis, center, and runner-up Bill Fort.

\1

Some of the BC/ BS male employees truly "marched" in
the parade as members of the Na6onal Guard unit which
stepped it off to the tune of one of the many participating
b ands.
There was also open House at City Hall, the burial of a
Time Capsule to be opened in 2000, a giant b arbecue on
the waterfront parking lot with entertainment and dancing,
and as a gala finale, fireworks were enjoyed by thousands
of citizens wh o lined the St. Johns River.
BC/ BS health care protection is now enjoyed by almost
8,000 consolidated employees and their families due to the
merger of county and city governments on October 1, although employees of the City of J acksonville have been
covered by us since J anuary 1, 1966.

"Love" may b e what makes the world go 'round, but it's
also a familiar word to 21 tennis players who just competed
in the Employees Club tennis tournament.
Elimination matches ca1led for the winner taking two out
of three sets and several ended 6-0 ( or six-love as it's
known in tenni s circles), as many players admittedly
brought their rackets out of moth balls to compete. Competition became much stiffer near the end of the tournament,
however.
The final men's pairing called for the best three out of
five sets, and Geo rge Lewis, Physician Relations Department, defeated Bill Fort, P rogramming.
The women's to urnament, with only four competitors,
finished much earlier than the men's with 17 men competing for high honors. Anne Harmon and Carole Utley
were eliminated d uring the first week's play, and Sara
Blemel defea ted Carol Wa tson in the final two-set match.

SPORTSMEN GARNER TROPHIES
Athletic feats were the talk of the first floor last month.
Bar t Barry, Building Management received four 2 foot high
silver and gold trophies fr om the Jacksonville Beach Shark
Club for the largest catch of the year, an 11'2" dusky shark;
the most ( 10) sharks caught ; and the largest sharks caught
in the Shark Club's first Open tournament and Labor Day
tournament. Trophies were topped off with sharks - - what
else? !
Jimmy Williams, Manager , Office Services and Purchasing
Agent, was proudl y showing off his silver trophy as winner
of Lhe Purchasing Management Association Golf Tournament played at West Meadows on September 28. His net
score of 70 was good for first place, and his 261 yard
drive was the longest recorded for the tournament.
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THE "B's" ARE BUZZIN'

RESULTS OF LAST 4 WEEI
CYCLE

•

Elizabeth Luna, left, and her sister Rosy,
reflect how proud they ore of the American
flag presented to them by Elizabeth's coworkers.

Training classes .1ren't new to man y people who have
been at BC/ BS for any length of time, but a rather unique
program has evolved from an idea by two supervisors in
Medicare Part B.
Hampered by lack of space and time, Janet Morgan and
Jo Gathright, with the cooperation of Dan Lewis, Vice President of Claims Division, Jack Masters, Manager of Medicare
Part B, and Dr. R. T. Shaar, Medicare consultant, have
set up "schoolroom style" specialized training classes.
Since the middle of September, these classes have been
conducted in the newly remodeled offices at 537 Riverside,
directly across the street from our 532 Riverside office
entrance. All new employees to Medicare B come directly
to the training classes for two weeks of general orientation
which include such subj ects as eligibility, basic medical
terminology, anatomy, description of surgical procedures,
lab and X-ray procedures, and screening and examining
of claims, Instructors in addition to Mrs. Morgan include
various supervisors, section leaders and qualified Medicare
B~~

America Has Two New Citizens
BC/ BS employees Elizabeth and Rosy Luna just recently
became citizens of the United States, and to mark Lhe
occasion, Liz was presented with an American flag from
her ninth floor co-workers. She is a Medicare B Cashier
in Accounting, and has worked here since August, 1967.
Rosy has been employed on the fifth floor in Medicare B
since last month, shortl y after her graduation from Robert
E. Lee High School.
Liz and Rosy flew to the U. S. in 1961 from Guatemala
City, Guatemala along with their brother who is now 14
to join their mother who had arrived the year before. They
lived in New Orleans, then Georgia, and finally settled
down in Jacksonville which, after a two-day visit here, they
decided was the place for them.
"After living in this country for at least five years, you
may apply for citizenship," explains Liz. "All four of us
went to the Court House in Jacksonville this past June and
took an oral and written test. Veronica Wright and Jim
Guthrie {also employees in Accounting) accompanied us
as witnesses. Then we went to Tampa in August and were
sworn in as citizens and received our official citizenship
papers."
Liz pointed out that many of the questions they were
required to answer concerned the President, various
branches of government, and the Constitution. This information was provided to them ahead of time for study by
the Jacksonville Jmmigration Office.
Liz was only 15 when she came to the U. S. from her
home in Central America and she found the schooling a
difficult adjustment, especially since she spoke only Spanish.
At first she was put hack four grades but finally worked
herself up through her high school years and actually
graduated a year ahead of time.
"The American people have been very good to me," she
says, "and very understanding, especially with the language
problem."
JO

THE JOHNSON-HUMPHREY TEAM

.

At the end of the initial two-week period, employees
requiring specialized training will con tinue with "in depth"
classes relating specifically to their j oh for an additional
two weeks.
Mrs. Gathright handles a large part of the girls' review
training on correspondence, telephone information, editing,
facets of research and claim flow, and contacts with SSA
in Baltimore concerning eligibility and deductible status.
Cliff Mendoza of the Personnel Department has agreed
to assist in grammatical and composition training for the
correspondence clerks.

1lG
~lf.J
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COMPETITION
Lee's Night Owls, winners of the Medicare B 1
Competition's fourth cycle, were also top team for
and sixth two-week periods.
The six-cycle ( 12 weeks) competition which he:
22 ended on October 11, producing the following
team winners: The Zippy Jet-Sets team won the fi
cycles; Lee's Night Owls won the last three cyclt
vidual winners for each two-week period based or
production were: 1st Jill Weatherford, 2nd and 3rc
Dobeck, 4th Sally Singleton, 5th Kathy Stinson,
Altamese Moore.

Kathy Stinson, individual winner for the fifth cycle, is show,
next to the blow-up of Lee's Night Owls team picture in
Altomese Moore, who won the sixth cycle individual honors, i
on the right.

People around the Jacksonville office aren't necessarily
talking politics when they mention Johnson and Humphrey.
They're probably referring to J. A. Johnson (left) and
C. W. Humphrey, two security guards who work 12-hour
weekend shifts together and also two days a week. Unlike
our Chief Executives, who require secret service protection
24 hours a day, our Mr. Johnson and Mr. Humphrey
provide protection for our BC/ BS building.
Both men say they take quite a bit of kidding, especially
with the presidential campaign now the hottest news of 1he
day.

Two WATS teams engaged in competition "
another are the Live Wires and the W ats W ondt
"Wonders" outscored the "Wires" for the last two c
a total of 9,411 calls over 8,610 calls.
Individual WATS winner for the fifth cycle wm
Johns with 859 completed calls, and the sixth cycl
was Marlene Murray with 676 completed calls.
Throughout this competition, leading team p
have been recognized by large blue ribbon stand
their desks and all teams' pictures han ging in
opposite the elevator were desif.mated as first, se
third place winners with blue ribbons attached.

Nineteen girls who hod completed Janet Morgan's training class surprised her with this floral arrangement and a card which read: "These
Medicare 'Bees' are buzzing with appreciation for having had someone like you for an instructor-supervisor." It included an artificial
Bird of Paradise flower "dressed" to resemble a nurse complete with
a hypodermic needle and lots of little fuzzy bees, along with o live
green planter and flowers on the right.

Grand winners will be announced next mon1
PROFILE along with prizes for the winning t
and individuals. Over-all statistics were not com
when this PROFILE went to press.

MILLER MAKES MANAGER
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er bowling teams are cheaper by the dozen or not
't sure, but BC/ BS is sponsoring twelve women's
tis season at the Classic Lanes on Cassat Avenue
west Jacksonville.
girls, whose teams are designated by numbers 1
12 ( unless they have since picked an appropriate
ue known as the "Rebelettes" and are all company
~s.
pink" shirts with blue lettering were furnished each
I if you want to see an advertisement for BC/ BS,
uld take a look at the lineup of girls who hit the
6 :45 each Monday night.
e officers this year are Mabel Fleming, President;
fartin, Vice-President; Fran Frick, Secretary; Edna
Treasurer~ Brenda Mackey, Sergeant-at-Arms.
1g to President Mabel Fleming, you don't need
>r athletic prowess, but you do need Monday eveee ! If any girl wants to join the league to fill a
which may occur, or wants to sub, Mabel would
tear from her.
welve team captains ( each team is made up of 5
tre: Carol Larson, Michael Hazlehurst, Barbara
i'.vonne Bishop, Doris Johnson, De~bie Shyver, Pat
s, Cathy Lockerman, Janell Stewart, Pat Kidd,
rnsend and Joanne Barnes.
te conclusion of the season, BC/ BS will provide
for the winning team and for the girls with highest
tal averages, games and series.

MORE TEARS
friend reaches for a Kleenex tissue
a long and sorrowful wail . .
ls another PROFILE issue,
:td through each and every tale.
!

iy picture's not here, not even my name!"

mr· friend not to feel dejected.
all of you will come fame.
• long will you be neglected.
J

LE promises not to fail
lages your many reflections to grace,
J will be a friendly tattletale,
mr editor can somehow find the space!

GOLFERS BATTLE MOSQUITOES and 18-HOLE COURSE

Meet Bill Miller whose promotion to Branch Manager
was recently announced by Vice President of Marketing,
Tom Stallworth.
Bill has assumed the responsibilities of heading
Branch III of the Northern
Regional Area, headquartered in Tallahassee. He will
be responsible for Group
Sales and Service in this
area, reporting to the Regional Manager Art Lentz.
He has served as Representative in the Cape Kennedy area for four years
and in the Tampa area for
four years. He has handled
many varied accounts during these eight years, being responsible for such large national accounts as Maas Brothers
and Chrysler Corporation.

BLOOD BANK ...
A Little Known Employee Benefit

Many of our newer employees, and perhaps some
of our more seasoned personnel, may not e\-en be
aware that BC/ BS maintains an acli\-e ac count in
the Jacksonville Blood Bank,

Inc.
No one is immune again.,t
emerge ncies. and by maintaining ou r own accounl,
blood is readily avai lable
WHEl\ ~EEDED for employees and Lh ci r famili es
who are eli~ible Lo Lake advantage of this opportunity when an emergency does arise.
We have been a member of the Blood Bank since 1953
and at no time have we been unable to maintain our minimum requirements and lose our privilege to participate.
Our account, which maintains an "active" status, keeps
a minimum of 12 credits (pints) in the Bank at all times.
The last donation drive conducted by our Personnel Department was last April 9 when the Mobile Unit visited
our Headquarters, and 96 employees responded with their
donations.
Unlike other businesses, where supplies may be purchased
to meet demands, the only source of blood is from blood
donors, and the only way blood hanks can provide their
service is by operating under the donation principle. All
the money in the world cannot buy blood that isn't available,
and for this reason, BC/ BS actively supports blood hanks.
There is no charge for the blood when an employee or
member of his family has need of it, but it is expected
that a like quantity he given in return at a later date if the
person is physically able to do so.

/

By those waiting to tee off, a golfer was overheard to soy, ofter
missing the boll completely on his first swing, "By golly, it's a good
thing I found out right at the start this course is at least two inches
lower than the one I'm used to ploying on!"

Sonny Lindsey, Programming, shows good form hitting out of the
rough - otherwise known as pine needles at Ft. George.

Golf tournament Chairman Dick Meyers has done it
again. He planned another dandy _golf tournament for employees, and nearly 40 golfing enthusiasts turned out on
Saturday, September 21 at the Ft. George Golf Course
to compete for merchandise prizes.
As in the spring tourney, the weatherman was most cooperative and the fairways were in beautiful shape, according to Mr. Meyers. However, as a result of several days of
heavy rains, they reportedly spent more time hitting the
mosquitoes than they did the hall!
Using the Calloway System to determine winners, the
following golfers went home with merchandise prizes for
values indicated - including a few extra awards for special
feats of agility. Ray Pack had low gross (79) good for
$15.00. Wilson Moore was next with $10.00 - and John
Slye took third place winnings of $5.00.
The longest drive and longest putt of the day were made
by Bill Peaks, good for $2.50 each. Hitting the hall closest
to the pin was Alan Chamison from the Cost Reimbursement
Department in the Miami 79th Street office, who was in
Jacksonville for the weekend. He won $2.50 for his efforts.
Blind Bogey winners were Dick Meyers ($12.00) and Jim
Doyle ($6.00).
Although not eligible to win prizes, Mrs. Imogene Mullins'
husband, who played as a guest in the tournament, had low
score for the day - a 76.

"Up, up and away," Tom Kates, Representative, seems to be saying
as Jim Peaks, Stock Room, looks on.

l1

PLAY THE NAME GAME

4 R.N.'s HELP SHOOT
FELLOW EMPLOYEES

September meeting in Jacksonville of the Advisory Committee of Cost Reimburs ement Departments representing the Southeastern Re~

If you don't recognize the gentleman in the picture,
here are a few clues to assist you.
He attended the Florida Chapter of the Hospital Financial
Management Association's 14th annual institute September
10-13 in Miami Beach, Florida. He is Vice President of
Hospital Relations.
In costume for the Gay 90's dinner party honoring Florida
Chapter past presidents, he's pictured with Mrs. Jimmy
Harden, assistant administrator of Baptist Hospital in Jacksonville.

If you haven't figured him out yet, try guessing Mel
Snead!

CLUB GETS NEW SECRET ARY
Judy Cox, secretary, office of Executive Director
H. A. Schroder, is the Employees Club's new secretary
for the remainder of this
year. Judy accepted the position to replace Susan Tison
who resigned from the company this past month.
As an officer of the Club,
Jud y's no stranger having
served as its Treasurer back
in 1961.
12

ESSING BEST IN THE COUNT~

1

"It wasn't so much fun when it got to be my turn,'' some
of these employees seem to be saying in these pictures taken
during the flu shot sessions.
Those people in the background weren't quite "all smiles"
when they got a little closer to the needle, but there were
no casualties during the two rounds of shooting which took
place September 24 and 25.
Dr. Lawrence Geeslin was on hand early Tuesday and
Wednesday mornings to administer the shots as he has done
in past years when the company offered this opportunity
for all employees to receive flu shots. He was assisted by
the company nurse, Imogene Mullins, and also three other
employees who are registered nurses, Mary Cohn, Nancy
Brown and Betty Dexter.
Altogether, 438 persons took advantage of this benefit
offered by the company for free immunization in addition
to 8 employees whom Mrs. Mullins "shot" on the night shift.

were first in such categories as recording the smallest percentage of bills pending over 30 days and smallest percentage requiring additional development.
We were second best in the category of weeks' work on
hand which was only 0.8 % compared to the national average of 1.3 % .
Dan Lewis, Vice President, Claims Division, is most
proud of our 6.9 day's average elapsed between the date
the inpatient claims are forwarded to us and the date they
are approved for payment. This compares with a national
average of 10.7 days. This average of 6.9 days is better
than any of the 10 Plans handling the largest volume of
Medicare Part A payments.
As of June 30, 1968 Medicare Part A claims paid out
for this fiscal year exceeded $119 million.
Another significant achievement which is noteworthy is
that of the bills reviewed by the SSA, the per cent returned
because of error on a national level was 4.3% - ours was
3.2%
Mr. Meyers' assistant manager, Clara Rose, and her five
supervisors, Verna Booth, Ann K yall, Kerry Albert, Jackie
McKenzie and Dot Page deserve much of the credit for
their outstanding jobs in keeping their departments running
smoothly and efficiently day after day, says Mr. Lewis.
"I am most proud of the excellent record established and
maintained by all of the employees of the Part A Claims
Department," says Mr. Meyers. "We also gratefully acknowledge that it would not have been possible without

the fine efforts of the Provider Relations and Data P
sing Departments as well as the hospitals, extendec
facilities, and home health agencies whom we serve.
is truly a team achievement."
Another group which deserves praise for its work
according to Mr. Lewis, is the Cost Reinbursement D
ment made up of 16 employees who are presently l◄
at 637 Park Street in the former BC/ BS Personnel D
ment space. They, too, are members of the Part A
After Medicare A claims are processed, it becomt:
responsibility of the Medicare Cost Reimbursement D
ment to audit the hospital records, in conjunction with
examination of the Hospital Statement of Reimbm
Cost, submitted by each hospital on an annual basis.
Pictured above are some of those employees, memh
other Plans, and accountants gathered at the Septt
26-27 Region Four, Reimbursement Advisory Com1
meeting held in Jacksonville at our headquarters.
represented were from Durham, N. C.; Columbia, ~
Atlanta and Columbus, Ga.; Chattanooga and Men
Tenn.; Jackson, Miss.; Birmingham, Ala.; and our Fl
Plan.
This group, which meets on a bi-monthly basis, con
problems resulting in changes in regulations that rel:
reimbursement and to the hospital relations aspect c
program. It is one of nine such groups, and is a sul
mittee of the Blue Cross Association Reimbursemenl
visory Committee.

~LORIDA PART A CLAIMS PRO

SOCIAL SECURITY ADM. AND
JAX. EDITORS TOUR BC/BS

PROFILE is blowing the horn this month for Medicare
Part A as a result of the latest quarter claim processing
report passed along by the Social Security Administration.
For the second quarter of 1968 Dick Meyers, Part A
Claims Manager, explains that the Florida Plan - of the
largest eight Medicare Plans around the country - has the
best record in the country, a very significant achievement.
Mr. Meyers points out that the second quarter of 1968
was an improvement over both of . the preceding quarters
when Florida was also best, with Florida first in six of the
eight categories of performance indicators and second in
two. As might be expected, Florida also bettered the national averages in all categories.
It is interesting to note in the report from the SSA's
Office of Research and Statics in Baltimore that Part A
intermediaries received a record number of 4.08 million
bills during this past April-June quarter. This was more
than 276,000 hills higher than receipts during the preceding
quarter of 1968 and more than 451,000 higher than receipts
during the corresponding quarter in 1967.
Of this amount, we received 3.5 % of all national receipts,
tied with Massachusetts for seventh place jn volume of
claims handled nationally. Of this amount of business, we
Dick Meyers

Social Security Administration visitors from Chicago and
Jacksonville were guests of Manager of Medicare B, Jack
Masters, for a tour of the offices on September 26. The
three Chicagoans and the local SSA District Manager were
here in Jacksonville reviewing Lhe relationship between

parallel district office operations of SSA and Medicare B.
Pictured, left to right, are: Ed Steck, Jim Ford, Lou
Gossett (Jackson ville district manager ) , Mr. Masters, and
Mike Kulyan.

Seventeen members of the Northeast Florida Ind us trial
Editors Association were guests of BC/ BS on October 8 for
their monthly meeting which included a luncheon and tour.
Visitors represenled Jacksonville insurance companies,
banks, Internal Revenue Service, JU, Seaboar d Coast Line,
a printing corporation, a newspaper, the State Chamber
of Commerce, Stockton , Whatley & Davin, and the Glidden
Company.

Medicare A Assistant Manager Claro Rose talks things over with her "Live Five" su~rvisors, left to
right, Verna Booth, Dot Page, Kerry Albert, Ann Kyoll and Jackie McKenzie.
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NEW MACHINE COLLATES 7 TIMES FASTER

PHYSICIAN AND HOSPITAL RELATIONS
REPRESENTATIVES MEET IN JACKSONVILLE

Physician Relations Repres
!eft to right: Charles Ru
Egan, Bob Bowles (Adm i
B) ,
Assistant,
Medicare
Drewek, Mike O'Forrell, Bill
Julian McKenzie, and Geor!
Manager of Physician Reloti,

This is the Ordina collating machine recently acquired
by our Printing Department. It is capable of collating
( gathering pages in a prescribed sequence) 28,000 sheets
per hour automatically as opposed to our former equipment
which collated only 4,000 sheets per hour.
In addition to this time-saving feature, it also has slots
which hold 24 ~tacks of paper, each stack comprised of a
maximum of 400 sheets. The older machine held 16 different groups of paper with the largest quanity being 200
sheets.
The new Ordina machine has a mis-feed detector on each
station to help avoid errors and has an automatic stacker,
separating ofie book from another as they are collated on
the machine. The former machine required someone to
manually take out the set of papers as they were collated
and remove these from the machine one by one.
"'The Ordina was purchased mainly to tie in with our
new book binding system," explains Printing Department
Manager JohnL Bentley, "and it will offer subscribers
a much better and faster service."
As an example of the speed and accuracy of which this
new collator is capable, Jim Robbins, pictured above, who
is its permanent operator, points out that previously it took

Just How Big Are We?
If Blue Cross were a profit-making business, we
would rank as the nation's fifth largest industrial
corporation, according to a recent BC Newsletter
published for our organization.
General Motors tops the list with 1967 sales of
more than $20 billion; Standard Oil of New Jersey
is second with $13.3 billion followed by Ford, $10.5
billion, and General Electric with $7.7 billion.
Blue Cross handled" a total of nearly $6.3 billion
in subscription income and Medicare funds in 1967.
14

three days to collate a specific book prepared in the Printing Department. Now, with the use of the new Ordina, the
job can be completed in a couple of hours.

ENROLLMENT HEAVY FOR ORANGE
COUNTY B. P. I. NEW COVERAGE

Sorting through over 5,000 enr vllment applications received from the Orange County Board of Public Instruction
group are, left to right, Pat Sweet, Betty Crutchfield and
Becky Leavell.
This particular group recently up-graded their Blue CrossBlue Shield benefits and added Group Life - Accidental
Death and Dismemberment - and Long Term Disability
Income Insurance with a package program through the
Florida Combined Insurance Agency. Bob Fetzer and his
department, who are working on the processing of these
applications, explains that there has been nearly 100%
participation of those who are eligible for this increased
coverage.

Hospital Relations Representatives,
seated, left to right: George Peterson, Hof Clouer, Flake Hewett. Bock
row, left to right: Bill Ford, Bill
Jomes, Bill Hubbard, Phil Broy, and
Mel Snead, Vice, President of Hospital Relations.

When a question needs answering or a problem needs
solving, doctors' assistants, hospital administrators, hospital
personnel, and others who provide benefits to BC/ BS
members, find the Physician Relations and Hospital Relations Representatives as near as their telephones.
These two groups came from all over the state and met
in Jacksonville last month with their supervisors for their
annual get-together to discuss common goals, procedures
and problems, and to hear several speakers.
The specific functions of these representatives are stated
below by Mr. George Lewis concerning the Physician Relations Representatives, and by Mr. Mel Snead regarding the
Hospital Relations Representatives.
To help maintain effective relationships, Physician Relations Representatives in each of six regional areas report to
Mr. George Lewis. These individuals may contact any of the
5,500 member physicians in order to explain a claims misunderstanding, train clerical help in the processing of forms,
or discuss new benefits available to participants. They also
call on prospective participating physicians who are interested in affiliating with the Plan and recommend acceptance
or rejection. In many areas, their calls would include talks
with Medical Societies and in every area at least one annual
meeting at the county level on Blue Shield opportunities and
problems.

Hospital Relations Representatives keep open lines ,
munication and education between Plan and hosp
policy matters with administrators, financial mattei
controllers, and claims procedures with insurance offi
sonnel. They make routine calls on all hospitals, e}
care fa cilities, home health agencies, and perform case
Their work involves both Blue Cross and Part A fu
alike.
These men meet quarterly as separate departme
addition to the annual combined meeting with the Ph
Relations Department just completed.

John Stankaitis, Bureau of Health
Facilities and Services, Florida State
Board of Health, was one of the
featured speakers at these meetings.
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BC/BS GIVES DOLLARS AND HELPERS
TO UNITED FUND DRIVE
Shortly after Robert L. Milius, pictured on the right in the cover
photo, presented our Executive Director H. A. Schroder with this
year's United Fund campaign literature, approximately 20 employees
"hit the road" canvassing assigned business offices around Jacksonville assisting in the collection of funds for the Drive.
Mr. Milius, senior vice president of the Drive this year to raise
$2 million for the 1969 campaign, visited Mr. Schroder as part of
his assignment calling on business establishments which are vitally
concerned with this Drive.
Our goal, and actual BC/ BS Jacksonville employees' contribution
this year, was $22,000 - nearly $5,000 over the amount given last
year. Our 1969 goal is slightly over $24,000.
At BC/ BS, all but 10% of employees' contributions go directly
to the United Fund. The other 10% is disbursed by our employees'
Charities Committee to other worthwhile, needy organizations NOT
included in the United Fund program per se.
Company team captains Bill Peaks, Jack McAbee and Fred Buttner, together with their three volunteer teams, called upon business
organizations in an effort to raise dollars for this year's community
goal which is 7.3 % more than was raised last year. Since these
volunteers were paid by the company while they were off work
during the day calling on different businesses, BC/ BS therefore
contributed approximately 20 days in employee salaries in addition
to actual monies given.
According to Cliff Mendoza who co-ordinated the solicitation
drive by employees, the United Fund is giving a special dinner in
honor of those BC/ BS people who worked with them since the
company had one of the largest number of volunteers assisting in
the Drive.

Martha Zipperer
loor .................................... Medicare B

This building has been leased for the purpose of housing Florida Combined Insurance Agency, located in the Fletcher Building and t·he Riverside Building, The Cost
Reimbursement Department presently on Park Street, and also branch and regional
field personnel now located in the Fletcher Building. Altogether, there will be about
50 employees at t·his new location.
Remodeling is currently underway and the new facility is expected to be ready
for occupancy near the end of October.
This is the former IBM Building located at 1107 Myra Street in Jacksonville, only
a few blocks away from BC/ BS headquarters.

Tommie Curry
Floor .................... Blue Shield Claims
Eugene White
Floor ...... ·-············-······... Control Room
Gayle Ogletree
:ioor ........................... ·-······· Underwriting
Mae Hodges
Floor ·····--·---··-·---·

....... Executive

Member

Northeast Florida Industrial
Editors Association
Southern Council of Industrial
Editors
International Council of
Industrial Editors

FORMER I.B.M. BUILDING LEASED

~
BC/ BS United Fund helpers huddle in planning session before soliciting business
firms' contributions. Left to right are Jack McAbee, Cliff Mendoza, Fred Buttner
and Bill Peaks.
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They were political drop-outs.
Make sure that this doesn't happen to you.

Vote November 5th!
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